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MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Charles Cuthbertson

After Vietnam coverage — anything looks better.
Columbia alights — another chance to show a designer the
atmosphere.
Diet a bit of sophomore
Disorganized officer & Attorney General.

Cuthbertson thinks CBS is improving
ABC is still trying to be just like

He says NBC's on verge of making changes
because nobody believes what they see and it's
in form.

Very much Vietnam oriented
Buddy Rogers, CBS or

Things are continuing 
function - First Broadcasting-Dept. Meet &

 Process of was appointed as CBS President

He made a name or talk on this
Real Petersen vs. Cronkite

Will go back in then Todd announce is named but
aren't yet agreement with labor. Head of CBS news
so some is named will go to see Daily

CBS, one question in form came now and believes will
any questioning of news was notation of procedure

Televisionaffiliate and sunshine came some major thrust

United advertising trend